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Oranulysin: A Pawerful Agent to Eradicate Microbes
What could be better than a molecule that kills
Mycobacterium tuberculosis? How about an agent
that also kills Salmonella typhimurium, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Candida albicans and numerous other infectious agents.
Steffen Stenger, Dennis Hanson, Alan Krensky
and Robert Modlin discovered that granulysin, a
protein found in granules of cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL) and natural killer (NK) cells, has such
broad antimicrobial effects. The group's discoveries on the effect of granulysin on M. tuberculosis and

other bacteria were reported in the October 2, 1998,
issue of Science, in an article entitled" An Antimicrobial Activity of Cytolytic T Cells Mediated by
Granulysin."
Krensky, Shelagh Galligan Professor of Pediatrics at Stanford University, originally discovered
the molecule in 1987, then dubbed 519, but only
discovered its killing properties a few years ago.
The molecule was named granulysin due to its
loca tion in the cytotoxic granules of CTL and its lytic
Continued on page 3

start-ups: A Few Points From the Initiated
Silicon Valley could also be known as "Entrepreneur Valley" due to the number of companies
started each year. At times, it seems that every
person in the Bay Area is developing a new company or is involved with a start-up in some way.
OTL is well aware of the entrepreneurial drive
at Stanford and on April 12, 1999, sponsored an
event intended to educate would-be company
founders. Three speakers shared their insights on
both starting companies themselves as well as working with new-born companies. The panelists (Guy
Kawasaki, Lawrence Steinman and John Cioffi)
and the insights they purveyed are highlighted
below.

investors.
3. Be paranoid and try to get everyone to sign a
Non-Disclosure Agreement.
4. Submit a 100 page business plan and 60 slide
PowerPoint™ presentation.
5. Send this plan straight over the transom to VCs
with no introduction.
6. Ask for more than you need.
7. Keep burn rates high and cash balances low.
8. Believe that patents and intellectual property
make your company defensible.
9. Wing it in your presentations.
10. Spend all of your time "proving" you can do the
product and none of the time proving the existence of a market for it.

• Guy Kawasaki is co-founder of Garage.com, a

company that "helps entrepreneurs and investors
build great businesses" and author of multiple
books including Rules for Revolutionaries.
The message from Kawasaki was a list of things
NOT to do. Do NOT:
1. Use your uncle the divorce lawyer for your
securities work.
2. Look for valuation, not value, when it comes to

• Lawrence Steinman is a Professor of Neurology at

Stanford and co-founder of Neurocrine Biosciences.
Steinman advised:
1. You cannot start a company without attractive
intellectual property. File timely invention
disclosures with OTL. Follow these with patent
applications and CIPs.
Continl/ed on page 4
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Anastomosis Invention
Challenge
In order to promote creativity, collaboration
and superior medical devices, OTL and the Medical
Device Network (MDN) issued an "Invention Challenge" in Fall of 1998 (see Brainstorm, Fall, 1998).
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function. It was found to be lytic against a variety of tumors and

other cell types in tissue culture.
Krensky and Modlin, a professor in the Departments of Dermatology,
Microbiology and Immunology at UCLA, teamed up
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The challenge put forth to the Stanford community
lyse bacteria and other microbial pathogens. Stenger, at the time
was to create a better approach to anastomosis, a
a post-doctoral student in Modlin's laboratory, first showed that
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The new approach had to be absolutely "leakThe Science article details the researchers' experiments in
free," join the two vessels without any flow obstrucwhich granulysin directly killed extracellular M. tuberculosis.
1999. In first place, receiving a prize of $2500, were
tion, and be relatively quick to perforrn. SubmisHowever, when granulysin was added to M. tuberculosis-infected human
sions were due January 29, 1999, and from the
Eunice Chen, Jessica Smith and Walter Stevens
macrophages, no significant antibacterial activity was detected. The research•
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team of doctors Elisabeth and Allen Jeremias, both
consisting of people skilled in medicine, patent law
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post-doctoral researchers, and Brian Courtney and
• nor perforin alone is an effective treatment against intracellular M. tuberculosis,
and engineering. The selection committee evalu•
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the likelihood that the invention could be manufacdents. Since these inventions are not public yet, full
Granulysin may be an ideal antimicrobial agent since it is found naturally
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tured, the cost of the final product, the invention's
• equity policy was recently revised, as •• in our bodies, and the immune system would therefore not attack it. Side effects
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The next invention challenge begins in the Fall
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By utilizing scanning electron microscopy, the researchers found that
• Board of Trustees on June 11, 1999. Under •
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With the current rise in M. tuberculosis and other infectious disease cases
• • The OTL Research and Fellowship Fund, •
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around the world and the decrease in effectiveness of many antibiotics, new
•
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around campus, and a full
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currently pending, and copies of the patent applications are available under a
A $2500 check presented to the winners of the Anastomosis invention challenge. From left description will appear on
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
to right: Katharine Ku (Director of OTL), Walter Stevens (SU Graduate Student), Eunice MDN's homepage, http:/ /
signed confidentiality agreement. Please contact Kirsten Leute at (650) 725Chen (SU Research Assistant), Paul Yock (Director of MDN), Sandra Miller (MDN), and
mdn.stanford.edu
...
9407 or e-mail kirsten.leute@stanford.edu for more information ...
Jessica Smith (OTL).
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592-093

Inhibition of Proliferation of
Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell

5,869,462

February 9, 1999

Victor Dzau

594-040

Cache-Based Logging

5,893,155

April 6, 1999

David Cheriton

595-036

High Frequency Contact Sampling
5,847,569
Probe wi Sib-Micron Spatial Resolution

December 8, 1998

David Bloom
Francis Ho

595-086

Micromachined Fluidic Coupler

5,890,745

April 6, 1999

Gregory T. Kovacs

596-048

Reference Carrier Phase Prediction
for Kinematic GPS

5,903,236

May 11, 1999

David Lawrence

596-115

An Mdrl Gene Mutation
Resistant to Modulation
by Cyclosporins

5,830,697

November 3, 1998

Gang Chen
Branimir Sikic

597-002

System and Method for Multiresolution Scalable Audio
Signal Encoding

5,886,276

March 23, 1999

Scott Levine
Tony Verma

598-031

Safety and Prefilled Syringe

5,865,227

February 2, 1999

Brian Carilli

Audio in

Motion
Staccato Systems™, Inc., develops professional
audio software tools and technologies for the
creation and delivery of sound for game
developers and PC manufacturers. Staccato has
developed a break-through "Audio Rendering
Technology" for real-time control of audio
featuring physical modeling, event modeling,
wavetable and other synthesis methods.
Come work with some of the industry's foremost
field experts in audio who are committed to
developing and enhancing the state-of-the-art in
audio synthesis.
Please visit us at
www.staccatosys.com for more information on
job openings or contact us at (650) 254-1971 or
jsullivan@staccatosys.com.

Vvour ad here - for free!
Brainstorm is now accepting
advertisements from companies based in
California. And the ftrst ad is on us!
OTL is providing this as a service to Stanford
students. Each advertisement will be approximately
114 of a page. The company can either supply its
own description or we can build one for you.

Brainstorm's current circulation is around 3,000
issues per quarter, and it is distributed widely around
the Stanford campus as well as to companies and
other universities across the world.
The first issue is free. If your company decides to
continue the advertisement, the cost is either $150
per issue or $500 for one year (four issues).
For more information, please contact Jill B~~;~/
jill.brigham@stanford.edu or (650) 725-7
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Moving Drug Discovery Technology
Into the 21 st Century

x
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THAT'S NOT ALL TALK.
8x8 is a leading manufacturer of digital telecommunications
technology. including Internet Protocol (IP) telephony gateways,
software and semiconductors. By leveraging its technology
expertise in audio and video compression and communication
protocols, the company is providing systems and software to
network and telecommunications equipment providers, cable
television system operators, and local exchange carriers.
Interested? We'd like to talk with you.
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8x8, Inc. offers an unparalled salary, bonus opportunities and
benefits package. Forward your resume to: 8x8 Inc., Human
Resources, 2445 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054
or Fax: (408) 727-3618. E-mail: michellen@8x8.com. 8x8 is
proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Assay miniaturization. Faster compound screening. Focused on
fluorescent assay technologies and an ultra-high throughput
screening system designed to allow assay miniaturization, Aurora
Biosciences Corporation is preparing to take full advantage of the
vast opportunities being created by advances in genomics an.d
combinatorial chemistry. These are the technological issues we're
addressing at Aurora. In collaborations with companies such as
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Merck & Co., and Warner-Lambert,
we are moving drug discovery technology into the new millenium,
creating hope for millions and opportunities for a select few.
Aurora offers a competitive salary and benefits package and good
equity participation including an ISO and Stock Purchase Program.
We have a multidisciplined workforce including science,
engineering, and information technology. There are currently a
number of employment opportunities available. For more
information, please visit our website at www.aurorabio.com. Please
send your resume and cover letter, referencing job title, to:
Human Resources, Aurora Biosciences Corporation, 11010
Torreyana Road, San Diego, CA 92121, Fax (619) 404-6720 or
e-mail atsylvesterk@aurorabio.com. EOE
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Biosciences Corporation

ReT Bioindustry Fellowship
We require

Scientists with a new Ph.D.
in biochemistry, cellular biOlogy,
immunology, microbiology,
molecular biology
Entreprfmeuriill spirit
ExcellfmC8 in wrillfm and
interpersonal communication
Duration

One year guaranteed with the
option jor a second year rfmewal
Start date

Summer 1999
Compensation

$35, 000 annual salary plus
health i11SUrallC8; salary increase
ill second year
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RESEARCH
CORPORATION
TECHNOLOGIES
hnpi/www.rctech.com

Research Corporation Technologies
offers recent Ph.D.s a challenging
opportunity to prepare for a career in
the business of technology
commercialization.

We are looking for bright, inquisitive scientists
who wish to step away from the bench and apply
their scientific expertise to commercializing
potentially valuable discoveries in the life sciences.
The ReT Bioindustry Fellowship proVides up
to two years' work experience and a broad
knowledge of technology development strategies,
practices and related issues.
Under the direction of a mentor, Fellows will
work closely with RCT commercialization teams
in assessing the scientific and economic potential
of biomedical discoveries, and designing and
implementing milestone-based development
plans.
Fellows can expect some travel from our
corporate office in Tucson to various work-related
sites and professional meetings.
The RCT Bioindusuy Fellowship offers you a
unique opportunity to expand your career
horiwns with our unparalleled experience,
expertise and resources. To apply, contact: Sue Fry,
Administrative Assistant, Research Corporation
TechnolOgies, 101 N. Wilmot Road, Suite 600,
Tucson, AZ 8571 1-3365
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otlight: Recall
Recall, created by Sam Yen,
Renate Fruchter, and Larry Leifer of
the School of Engineering at Stanford,
is a new application to radically improve video indexing. Recall holds
promise for enhancing and speeding up content generation and
archival conjunction with software of many types including
applications for video conferencing, distance learning, CAD, and
corporate training by indexing audio and video with simultaneous sketching activity.
Recall is a drawing application written in Java that captures
and time stamps each individual action on the drawing surface.
The application also synchronizes with audio/video capturing
and encoding through a client-server architecture. Once the
session is complete, the drawing and video information is automatically indexed and published on a web server. This allows for
distribution and synchronization playback of the drawing session and audio/video from anywhere at anytime.
In addition, Recall enables the user to navigate through the
session and interactively jump to each part of interest by selecting individual elements in the drawing.
Recall is the only known tool that both replays and controls
sketching concurrently, thereby eliminating the time normally
needed to index the recorded section.
Stanford has filed for a patent on Recall and is seeking
licensees. For more information, please contact Mary Watanabe
at mary.watanabe@stanford.edu or (650) 725-9411. ..

start-ups: A Few Points From the Initiated
Continued from page 1

2. Exclusivity is an asset with inventions that may
be therapeutics for diseases. Techniques may benefit from "open
architecture" non-exclusive licenses, although experience shows
that even with techniques, exclusivity may be a benefit.
3. It is a major asset to work with the world's leaders in VC on
$and Hill Road.

• John Cioffi is an Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
at Stanford and co-founder of Amati Communications.
Cioffi drew on his experience by noting these following keys
on start-ups:
1. Strong advantage (technology companies often have technical
innovation, but not the only way to do it) and supporting theme.
2. Talented people
• Stanford University students! (maybe some Cal people also)
• Management:
- attract other talent and let them know you value them
- motivate those talented people with clear goals
- then, let them do their job and continue motivation
3. Don't give up! (unless you're convinced you were wrong)
OTL plans to host a full-day event on start-ups in the fall. We
encourage those with an interest in starting their own businesses
to take advantage of the resources available in Silicon Valley and
elsewhere. For a listing of some of our entrepreneur information,
please visit our homepage athttp://www.stanford.edu/group/
OTL/ and click the "Entrepreneurial Info" button. ..
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